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Abstract—In this paper, we propose the main memory management mechanism of the Operating System (OS) for the hybrid
main memory which combines both advantages of DRAM and
PRAM (Phase Change RAM). We separate memory pages into
hot and cold pages, and dynamically located them to the proper
memory region. It was implemented into the Linux OS. We
decreased the energy consumption of main memory up to 35%
while performance degradation was less than 5%. Moreover,
when we decreased the write count for PRAM, life-time of PRAM
increased. In addition to these advantages, the system does not
need additional hardware.

In this work, we address OS level power-aware memory
management problems for next generation’s main memory
architecture. Proposed ideas above target the hybrid main
memory of DRAM and PRAM. In addition, the emerging
memory technology provides the partial DRAM memory to
turn-on and off [2][3]. We propose three techniques for hybrid
main memory management with following contributions.
•

•

I. I NTRODUCTION
For several decades, DRAM has been computer’s main
memory system. Main memory size grew to support many
cores and current applications, such as cloud computing
environment, in modern computer systems. For large scale
main memory design, DRAM idle power has non-negligible
effect on the total power consumption. The power absorption
of DRAM based main memory has signiﬁcantly increased
in proportion to its size. Currently, the portion of power
consumption which is consumed by DRAM in a server system
is about 20% [1], thus it is the main factor for reducing
the energy utilization. Furthermore, DRAM has the scalability
wall for sub-45nm technology. Therefore it has almost reached
the limit of increasing the memory capacity.
As the emerging new memory technologies, various researches on these new memory devices are on-going to replace
DRAM. They are called resistive memory. One of the resistive
memories is PRAM (Phase Change Memory). PRAM is one
of the promising candidates for future main memory since
PRAM is a byte-addressable and non-volatile memory which
has no refresh power in idle state. It is also believed that
PRAM is more scalable than DRAM. However, PRAM has
limit of 108 times to writing operation, high write latency (5–
10 times higher than DRAM), and high write energy. Because
of these problems, it is difﬁcult to use only PRAM as the main
memory.
In order to overcome the limitations of DRAM and PRAM,
hybrid main memory architecture is presented for exploiting
both advantages. DRAM is used to make up for the slow
latency of PRAM and PRAM is used to reduce the consumed
power. It demands new memory management mechanisms
to achieve low power consumption and high performance in
hybrid main memory architecture.

•

In order to eliminate the hardware support overhead,
we present a memory access monitoring technique by
periodically scanning a page table.
With the information from the memory access monitoring, it is possible to identify which pages are hot or cold.
Through this identiﬁcation, we set up the page migration
policy for reducing the power consumption.
We can exploit turn-on and turn-off ability of DRAM by
applying the page culling and gathering technique. This
technique helps to minimize the DRAM’s idle power.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. This
paper starts from previous works for cutting down the power
consumption of main memory. In section 3, we describe
a hybrid main memory architecture. We then describe our
proposed main memory management scheme in section 4.
The performance evaluation results are placed in section 5
and section 6 concludes this paper and presents further work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many researchers have tried to reduce power consumption
of main memory. In case of only using DRAM as the
main memory, previous approaches control the power state of
memory device through access pattern monitoring [4][5][6].
Nevertheless, DRAM main memory consumes power in idle
state because of volatile characteristics. For large scale main
memory design, DRAM idle power has non-negligible effect on total energy consumption. Therefore, exploiting the
emerging memory technologies which provide the ﬁne-grained
DRAM memory turn on,off ability are also used for reducing
power consumption in idle state [2][3].
As emerging non-volatile memory technologies, several
researches have tried to replace DRAM with non-volatile
memory like PRAM as a candidate of the main memory [7][8][9][10]. These works reduce power dissipation compared to DRAM main memory architecture because nonvolatile memory has low idle power. But non-volatile memory
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has many challenging issues such as slow latency and limited
endurance to be used as the main memory.
In order to overcome these limitations, hybrid main memory architecture which combines DRAM with non-volatile
memory is proposed for achieving both high performance of
DRAM and low energy consumption of non-volatile memory [11][12]. There are two design options for composing
hybrid main memory architecture. First, DRAM is used as
a buffer, located in front of non-volatile memory which is
used for main memory [11]. It can improve performance by
buffering the data which is updated frequently in DRAM. And
it also overcomes the endurance problem by reducing the write
count to non-volatile memory. However, it cannot directly
access to data in non-volatile memory region and the memory
controller should be changed to support this architecture.
As another option, DRAM and non-volatile memory are
located in the same linear region [12]. This architecture can
directly access data in both DRAM and non-volatile memory
while exploiting a conventional memory controller. Despite
it needs additional OS support to allocate or migrate data to
DRAM or non-volatile memory, and also has an additional
hardware overhead for evaluating write count in non-volatile
memory, these researches proposed novel main memory architectures and showed better performance compared to the
conventional hybrid architecture. Moreover, it is necessary to
consider more efﬁcient techniques for power utilization in this
architecture.
In this paper, we propose page migration and page culling
and gathering schemes for cutting down the power consumption in hybrid main memory architecture. We also present an
memory access monitoring techniques without H/W overhead.
III. H YBRID M AIN M EMORY A RCHITECTURE
Fig. 1 shows the hybrid main memory architecture we
targeted. Both DRAM and PRAM are used as the main memory. This architecture reduces the power budget because large
portion of main memory is replaced by PRAM. Using small
size of DRAM, it can minimize the performance degradation.
Similar to the traditional main memory architecture, there is
memory page swap between hybrid main memory and the
second level storage. On the other hand, the number of page
swapping can be reduced because the main memory capacity
is increased by PRAM.
In the hybrid main memory architecture, DRAM and PRAM
are assigned to a single physical address space. All memory
pages of PRAM and DRAM can be directly managed by the
Linux kernel. Thus it is necessary for kernel to distinct the
DRAM and PRAM region. We assume that DRAM always
has lower physical address than PRAM and the size of each
memory is provided by the kernel option. Linux kernel has
information of the exact physical address range of DRAM
and PRAM as shown in Fig. 1. Physical pages of DRAM and
PRAM can be distinguished by the physical address.
IV. P ROPOSED I DEA
This section explains how to manage the hybrid main
memory architecture for reducing the energy consumption.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Hybrid Main Memory Architecture

Power-aware Page Migration and Culling

We propose three techniques: memory access monitoring
without hardware support, page migration with hot/cold page
separation, and page culling. In the following sub-sections, we
describe these techniques in detail.
A. Memory Access Monitoring without Hardware Support
It is important to monitor the memory access pattern
for efﬁcient hybrid memory management. According to data
allocation between DRAM and PRAM, it shows extremely
different power absorption. The reason why it absolutely
inﬂuences the amount of energy consumption will be explained
in detail in the following section. We present a memory
access monitoring technique by exploiting a page table instead
of using an additional hardware. Using kernel thread, we
periodically monitor the memory access. Two reference bit
in the page table are used to separate hot/cold pages. Two
consecutive memory references mean a hot page. On the
contrary two consecutive non-references mean a cold page.
A 2 times of continuative accesses means that the page is
referenced frequently and vice versa. With this information,
we can implement other techniques such as page migration
and page culling.
B. Page Migration with Hot/Cold Page Separation
There are two reasons that hot pages should be moved
to the DRAM. First, access delay of PRAM is more than
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TABLE I
H ARDWARE S PECIFICATION

DRAM’s one especially for write operations. Second, the write
operation to the PRAM absorbs extremely high energy. The
page migration tries to move hot pages in DRAM and cold
pages in PRAM as shown in Fig. 2. If hot page is located in
PRAM, it consumes much dynamic power. On the other hand,
cold page in DRAM only consume idle power without access.
In hybrid main memory, the page migration is necessary
to reduce latency overhead as well as power consumption.
Because PRAM access latency is slower than DRAM, hot page
in PRAM increases total access latency of main memory. The
page migration decreases the number of access for PRAM.

Experimental Hardware
Intel Core2 CPU E6600
Clock: 2.5GHz
Last Level Cache Size: 4MB
Memory
DDR3 1066MHz
1GB * 2 = 2GB
Operating System
Linux 64bit
Modiﬁed 2.6.31 kernel
Processor

TABLE II
M EMORY C HARACTERISTICS [12]

C. Page Culling
With minimum set of active pages in DRAM, we can
further reduce main memory’s power consumption by turning
off unused DRAM region. If there is single active page in
DRAM region, we cannot turn off that region since DRAM is
volatile memory. In order to maximize the turn-off efﬁciency
of DRAM, we propose page culling and gathering. Page
culling ﬁnds DRAM region which contains few used pages
and compulsorily migrate those pages to PRAM as shown in
Fig. 2. Therefore, we can turn off one more DRAM region. If
the migrated pages are moved to DRAM again, we use page
gathering mechanism. It always search for free pages in online
DRAM region and helps minimize DRAM idle power. For
page culling implementation, we assume 4MB DRAM region
as minimum unit of turn off memory.

Parameter
Row Read Power
Row Write Power
Active Power
Standby Power
Refresh Power

DRAM
210mW
195mW
75mW
90mW
4mW

PRAM
78mW
773mW
25mW
45mW
0mW

V. E VALUATION
From now on, we explain the experimental setup such as
hardware speciﬁcation and performance metrics. We then show
the performance results which are energy consumption and
memory access delay compared with the conventional main
memory architecture.

(a) Energy Saving

A. Experimental Setup
We extend the Linux operating system to implement poweraware memory management in the real hardware platform
whose speciﬁcation is shown in TABLE I. For the evaluation,
we simulated hybrid main memory using two virtual NUMA
nodes. Using page fault exception, we traced every memory
access in Linux kernel. Based on access trace, we calculated
the total access latency and energy consumption. For this
calculation, we used the memory speciﬁcations in TABLE II.
We selected and tested memory intensive workload of SPEC
CPU2000 benchmark suite.
B. Experimental Result
We give experimental results in this section by showing the
energy consumption and memory access delay. By comparing
DRAM main memory architecture, we show that our proposed
scheme can achieve energy saving with a little overhead.
As the ﬁrst experiment, we compared the energy consumption. As shown in Fig 3(a), it is possible to reduce the
energy consumption by average 25% compared to DRAM
based main memory. When applying both techniques which

(b) Performance Overhead
Fig. 3.

Energy Saving and Performance Overhead Results

are page migration and page culling, it shows the best result.
It signiﬁes that it is important to allocate pages to appropriate
locations between DRAM and PRAM as well as turning off
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when DRAM region is unused.
In order to show the performance overhead, we evaluate the
memory access delay. Because DRAM access latency is faster
than PRAM access latency, hybrid main memory is inevitably
slower than DRAM based main memory. However, we can
increase the memory access delay by up to 5% with efﬁcient
page migration and page culling by considering hot/cold pages.
From our proposed techniques which are memory access
monitoring, page migration, and page culling, we can highly
reduce the energy consumption with negligible performance
overhead.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose the main memory management mechanism
for the hybrid main memory which consists of DRAM and
PRAM. We present three techniques which are memory access
monitoring, page migration, and page culling. The memory
access monitoring can eliminate additional hardware overhead for monitoring memory access patterns. Through page
migration, cold pages are moved to PRAM and hot pages
are allocated to DRAM, allowing us to reduce the energy
consumption of main memory architecture. With the page
culling, which allows DRAM to turn off when DRAM is
unused, it is possible to reduce the energy consumption. The
experimental results show that the proposed techniques can
reduce the energy consumption by up to 35% with 5% delay
overhead of memory access.
VII. F URTHER W ORK
Although current evaluation only shows the possibility of
OS-level power management using hybrid main memory, we
expect that proposed mechanisms further decrease main memory energy consumption in real system. In real OS environment where many applications are concurrently executed, the
use of main memory is more dynamic. There are many page
allocations and it is distributed throughout all memory regions.
Memory access patterns become complicated and diversiﬁed.
The classical page allocation and reclamation algorithms does
not satisfy performance and power requirement of future main
memory architecture. The page monitoring and classiﬁcation
is also difﬁcult to measure. It is necessary to develop methods
to reduce page level memory management overhead. By
discussion of OS-level page management mechanism, we have
more chance to improve performance and energy consumption
of current DRAM based main memory.
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